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Introduction: why focus on assessment? 

 Although academic literacies research is an established 
body of work on student writing, relatively little of that 
work has explicitly focused on assessment 

 Academic literacies offers a lens that can move 
between macro, meso and micro contexts of text 
production and practices, and thus the gaze it offers 
lends itself well to examining the institutional dimensions 
of literacies 

 ‘It is … through assessment that we most vividly see the 
relationship between the individual and the institution and 
its potentially alienating effects’ (Mann, 2008:114). 

 

 

 



Assessment/writing as a contested set 

of social practices 

 Writing and assessment – in educational contexts – are so 
deeply entwined that there is a sense that writing in some 
ways does not count unless there is a form of assessment 
attached 

 Lea & Street (1998), Mann (2008) and others have both 
pointed to the power the institution wields through assessed 
writing to govern, survey and ensure compliance 

 Yet, the analysis of power is often at the level of 
‘professorial power’ (Bourdieu, Passeron & St Martin,  
1994), in a restricted sense, as residing in academic 
teachers themselves, and the lens rarely expands to include 
institutional contexts 



Value of looking from two perspectives 

using the same critical lens 

 Ivanič and Lea (2006: 7) write that the “lived 
experience of teaching and learning – from both 
student and tutor perspectives – is central to 
understanding student writing” [Jackie’s emphasis] 

 There is ample evidence that academic writing is a 
networked practice, with many social participants 
involved in the production and reception of 
academic texts. It is therefore important not to focus 
only on the individual academic writer but also on 
“brokers” of various kinds.  

 



Shared methodological starting points 

 Both the studies drawn from here work from the 

academic literacies conceptual frame and share 

methodological shapes: 

 Repeat interviews with participants 

 Talk around texts (Ivanič, 1998; Lillis, 2001) 

 Purposeful recruitment from different institutional 

contexts 

 Collection of a broad range of data, so as to produce 

‘thick description’ (Geertz, 1973) 

 



Students’ practices and perspectives on 

assessment: A-levels to university 

 The study: 

 Longitudinal, ethnographic study over 2½ years; 

 Followed 11 students from last year of A-levels (Matric 
equivalent) through to mid-Year 2 from three different entry 
routes:  

 semi-rural public secondary school 

 inner-city further education college  

 private boys’ school  

  Varied disciplinary courses and practices at A-levels, 
moving on to diverse range of degrees across England 

 Data collected: interviews x 6 – ‘talk around text’, texts, 
curriculum docs, Facebook data, photos, field notes 



The insidious use of A-level Assessment 

Objective codes 



The insidious use of A-level Assessment 

Objective codes 



The insidious use of A-level Assessment 

Objective codes 

 Assessment – and the use of criteria descriptors like 

AO codes as a metalanguage – was not just evident 

in teachers’ feedback, it was also internalised and 

regurgitated by some students in their talk around 

their texts: 



Assessment at university 



Shifts in approaches to writing and 

assessment: from familiar to unfamiliar 

There were significant shifts in how lectures positioned writing/assessment, in 
comparison with A-level teachers 

 

Sally:  What about from the lecturers and seminar leaders? 

Julia: Oh no, they never say anything about marks. They never say anything about 
boundaries and stuff like that. I think the only thing they’ve literally ever said about marks 
is that if you don’t come to all the lecturers and you don’t get enough marks then you 
probably won’t get into next year (Year 1, English Literature)   

 

The lack of familiarity, and relative ambiguity of assessment tasks caused anxiety – lots 
of ‘not knowing’:                                                                           

 

Julia: I didn’t really know how kind of ‘analysy’ to make it - obviously we only had 500 
words so it was pretty much just say what it was and that was it, I suppose. I didn’t know 
whether I had to bring in theories or anything (Year 1, English Literature) 

 



Assessment as a discourse of writing 

 Ivanič's (2004) discourses of writing and learning to 
write 

 Suggest a assessment discourse of writing is 
characterised by a preoccupation with the way that 
writing will be treated/ graded, which can be traced in 
the messages communicated to students about writing – 
particularly in the use of legalistic, punitive language 
around submission and plagiarism, and in the 
participants’ overt and repeated use of institutional 
assessment discourse, found in institutional documents 
and teachers’ feedback, in their talk around writing 
(what Torrance (2007) calls “assessment as learning”).  



The (subject) teacher perspective 

“there remains an important gap in research into 

assessment and pedagogical practice in the 

contemporary context and conditions of higher 

education regarding the teacher experience” 

(Bailey and Garner, 2010, p. 188) 

 

 



Exploring practices around student 

writing… from teacher perspectives 

• 14 participants – all teaching academic subjects to 

undergraduates in UK HE 

• 6 diverse HEIs 

• All participants – two interviews including one 

focused around text(s) 

• 4-6 participants – more in-depth data gathering: 

observations, electronic fora, further print materials, 

audio-recordings, photographs 

 



‘The tyranny of the pink sheet’ 

Assessment of/through writing emerged in the 
study as dominating teacher practice … and 
generally not in good way.  

 

Writing was often 

“framed, not as a piece of writing in itself, nor as 
writing that gets something done, but as a source 
of information about what the [student] knows 
and can demonstrate” (Mitchell, 2010:142) 

 

 



Three linked discourses linked to 

practices around writing 

 Fairness (transparency, objectivity) 

 Risk (staying safe, keeping students safe) 

 Accountability (students as customers, loss of 

trust) 

 

But…there was also resistance to these 

discourses… 

 



Fairness: Transparency 

 

Diane (New University 2): There’s pages of guidelines about 
the assessment … then obviously within that there’s also then 
the assessment criteria … so they know … what they should be 
covering. [my emphasis] 

 

Deborah (Post-1992 University): Mostly I talk, because they 
read everything I’ve written and they still say ‘I don’t 
understand’ [laughs].  

 

Martin (Russell Group University): they want to know the 
perfect version that they can then approximate to, and I’m 
rather resistant to that … I don’t want to give them some sort 
of essay by rote. 

 



Fairness: Objectivity 

 

Paul (New University 2): I think it would be inappropriate 
of me to have all of this [personal identifying information, 
previous scores, etc.] sitting in front of me.  

James (New University 1):  It couldn’t be anonymous ‘cause 
she’d put herself in photographs, and that breached the 
university’s anonymity rule, but I couldn’t really tell her off 
for it … ‘cause it was entirely in keeping with the style of 
inquiry so that was fine (.) it’s still quite rare for a student to 
acquire their own voice because … we’re shoehorning them 
into this much more off-the-peg writing style which is safe 
and anonymous and impersonal. 

 

 



Risk 

James (New University 1): Students are coming to me … 
saying … ‘can I use first person?’ I say it depends…what’s 
most appropriate for what you’re doing … prior to that 
[Year 3] we’re getting them really to conform … you … 
want to make a student safe, you know it’s like guiding them, 
it’s like tethers and safety lines. 

 

Paul (New University 2): The thing that I feel quite strongly 
about … is that, perhaps above anything, … bad 
referencing will get them in trouble … later on, so these 
sorts of mistakes are … plagiarism and [a mark of] zero 
… at level three.  

 



Risk 

Dan (Russell Group University): I’ll say right, here’s some 
kit, go out and design an experiment, anything you like … 
come back next week with the data and let’s see how well 
we’ve done  … it’s real time measurement, flexible, who 
knows what’s going to emerge … whereas another member 
of staff might have a pre-prepared data set … and they’ve 
run the same exercise with the same data for fifteen years 
… it works, it’s efficient, the timings all work, the students 
love it … but it doesn’t teach students how to be flexible 
and do research design. 

[Dan’s emphasis] 

 



Risk 

Robert (Post-1992 University): what they seem to want 

is not an easy but a definable set of outcomes for 

everything and … I just think we should do more than 

that.  



Accountability 

Diane (New University 2): I think I do it [give 

feedback] so that if they come and say why is this a B 

and not an A then I’ve got something to refer to. 

 

Russell (Distance Learning University): You’ve not only 

got a face to the student, the customer, you’ve also got 

a face to whoever happens to be monitoring … this isn’t 

just a communication to the student. 



Accountability 

Dan (Russell Group University): Feedback is this year’s 

mantra again as we unpick the reasons for a worsening 

score on the National Student Survey for assessment 

and feedback.  

 



The exceptions… 

 Oxbridge 

 

 Acts of deliberate resistance, circumnavigation or 

attempts to hide from the glare of assessment (hard 

won successes) 

 

 

 

 



Working with student writing… 

 Playing the game 

 Jumping through hoops 

 …feeding the higher education “sausage machine” 

[Russell]? 

 



Shared insights 

 The dominance of assessment in pre-university contexts 

– in terms of training for exams and in ways that 

significantly impact on students’ views of and 

approaches to their literacies – has long-lasting 

consequences for how students view their university 

literacies 

 Similarly, the relentless focus on assessment hollows out 

writing at university (for teachers as well as students), 

perpetuating the positioning of writing as an 

institutional imperative rather than meaning-making 



Shared insights 

 When it comes to student writing, both assessors and the 
assessed are caught up in the regimes of the 
institutional panopticon (Foucault, 2004) 

 In these contexts, it is unsurprising that people become 
risk-averse. If academic work is about open-ended, 
creative inquiry, the conditions and institutional 
mechanisms of assessment (of students and staff) 
fundamentally stifle these endeavours 

 There is, therefore, a critical need to explicitly 
foreground issues of assessment in writing research from 
multiple perspectives; without doing so, it will be 
difficult to work towards more transformative practices 
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